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Abstract

Manufacturing three-dimensional (3D) objects with methods adapted from
conventional digital printing have propelled the development of additive manufacturing.
In this process, the printing devices directly deposit or fuse materials to form 3D solid
objects in a layer-by-layer fashion, thereby creating the additive approach of fabrication.
As additive manufacturing (AM) has been increasingly adopted for rapid
prototyping and part manufacturing, the need to determine the part quality which results
from the processes becomes crucial (Monzón, Ortega, Martínez, & Ortega, 2015). There
is a lack of quantifiable measurement systems to define a printer’s ability to resolve
systematic and geometric features and dimensionalities (Moylan, Slotwinski, Cooke,
Jurrens, & Donmez, 2012).
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a measurement system to determine a 3D
printer’s capability to produce line features. The thesis will consist of (1) the
development of a non-intersecting straight line target and (2) the method of measurement
of the test target cross-sectional profile in three dimensions (i.e., x, y and z-axes) using a
combination of optical microscope, a standard operating procedure for the measurement,
the matrices to define line profile and a measurement systems analysis to determine the
accuracy and precision of the measurement.

Chapter 1
Introduction

Also known as three-dimensional (3D) printing, additive manufacturing (AM) has
been described as the new industrial revolution that has the ability to reshape the world
(Stopp, Wolff, Irlinger, & Lueth, 2008). Three-dimensional printing technology is now
widely used in a variety of applications for casting, prototyping, and parts production in
industries, including engineering, dental and medical, architecture, construction,
automotive, aerospace, military, education, geographic information systems, food, and
many other fields (Mahesh, 2004). The advancement of this technology has brought
many challenges to these industries, especially when attempting to evaluate the quality of
the products and the capability of the fabricating process.

Statement of the Problem
There is a need for evaluating the print quality of 3D printers. A working body of
research exists that focuses on developing testing and methodologies (Moylan, Cooke,
Jurrens, & Donmez, 2012; Moylan, Slotwinski, Cooke, Jurrens, & Donmez, 2014).
However, these existing works have aimed at the dimensional accuracy of fabricated
parts (Byun & Lee, 2003; Dimitrov, Van Wijck, Schreve, & De Beer, 2006; Ippolito,
Iuliano, & Gatto, 1995). After an extensive review of the pertinent literature, a scant few
methodologies for characterizing the capabilities and limitations of 3D printing
technology were found, and those were simplistic in nature.
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Different from traditional industrial manufacturing, additive manufacturing
technologies deposit or fuse materials directly through digital printing to form an object.
This process leads to a wide variation of surface roughness and dimensional accuracy that
can impact the product quality. For example, accurate printing requires producing a
smooth surface, which results in higher print quality. Manufacturing engineers need a
systematic, quantitative, and reliable measurement to identify the capability of 3D
printers (Moylan, Slotwinski, et al., 2012).
A lack of quantifiable measurement systems to define a printer’s ability to resolve
systematic and geometric patterns was pointed out based on the studies from Moylan,
Slotwinski, et al. (2012) and Mahesh (2004) who reviewed many experiments for the
performance of 3D printing. Referencing geometric artifacts used in their cases were
defined as benchmarks. In the present study, a systemic geometric artifact was generated,
and the artifacts were utilized as the test target. The test target includes simple geometric
shapes, such as rectangles with intentional dimensional differences and specific
organization with respect to one another to show the print limit and system addressability.
The present research focused on establishing a method of quantitative print
quality assessments and developed a three-dimensional analytical tool for assessing the
line quality of the 3D object with an explicit focus on the Z direction, which is also
known as the build direction. The thesis established a measurement system which is
capable of quantifying the accuracy, precision, and addressability of a 3D printer that
uses fused deposition modeling technology.
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Reason for Interest in the Study
When studying at RIT, the researcher spent time working as a graduate assistant.
She worked on the analysis of the image quality of 3D electrophotography printing.
During that time, she learned about 3D printing and found it was interesting. From her
work, she saw the limitations in 3D printing and saw many opportunities for
improvement in the quality of 3D printing. She recognized the demand for a systematic,
quantitative, and reliable measurement to identify the capability of the 3D printer.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Basis

This research involves the development of a measurement system for 3D printing,
including the articulation of a standard operating procedure and a subsequent
measurement systems analysis of the developed system. The theoretical basis is found in
the literature relevant to measurement systems, standard operating procedures, and
measurement systems analysis.

Measurement System
A measurement system is defined as ″… the collection of instruments or gages,
standards, operations methods, fixture, software, personnel, environment and
assumptions used to quantify a unit of measure or fix assessment to the feature
characteristic being measured or the complete process used to obtain measurements″
(Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010, p. 5). A measurement system
is comprised of using instruments to generate quantitative values within specified
intervals (Shaji, 2006). Commonly, measurement systems are used in the process of
associating numbers with physical quantities and phenomena (Zupko, 2015).
A good example of a measurement system is the International Standard ISO 31
(quantities and units). This standard gives general information about principles
concerning physical quantities, equations, quantity and unit symbols, and coherent unit
systems, especially the International System of Units, including recommendations for
printing symbols and numbers (International Organization for Standardization, 1993).
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Standard Operating Procedure
Standard operating procedure (SOP) is the documented process to present the detail of
the measurement system for the purposes of implementation. SOPs provide step-by-step
instruction and standardize the processes involved in the measurement system to ensure
that practitioners following the SOP perform the tasks as consistently as possible. The
SOP written document is the instructional resource that allows those utilizing the
measurement system to operate without asking for further guidance, directions, or
reassurance(Akyar, 2012). An SOP describes steps in a measurement process. The SOP
contains (1) calibration of the device, (2) the set-up of the measurement devices, (3) a list
of measurement metrics, (4) methodologies used for each metric, and (5) format for data
collection, analysis, and reporting (Grusenmeyer, 2003). Standard Operating Procedures
are also used for ensuring the measurement reproducibility among assessors since they
serve to minimize human error that results from inconsistent measurement procedures
(Guidance document for the writing of standard operating procedures, 2012).

Measurement System Analysis
Measurement system analysis (MSA) is a systematic, quantitative, and reliable
method designed to describe the stability, accuracy, and precision of a measurement
system (Shaji, 2006). In other words, an MSA evaluates the condition of measurement
systems to determine the extent of variation within the measurement process and the
contribution of the measurement process variation to the overall process variability. The
MSAs utilize experimental and mathematical methods in the process of defining variance
(Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010). Researchers and metrology
experts agree that it is important to perform an MSA when collecting data and performing
5

experiments, e.g., Khan (2013). Shaji (2006) states that MSAs provide a standard
measuring tool to assure the repeatability of an experiment and that when designing
experiments, MSAs are a critical first step when the goal is to make decisions based on
data correlation, including the regression analyses required for statistical process control.
The MSAs isolate and examine two sources of variation: part-to-part variation and
measurement system variation (Hare, 2012). If measurement system variation is large
compared to the part-to-part variation, the measurement system may not provide useful
information. Hare (2012) states that the measurement system can be broken down into
two distinct constructs: location and variation. These constructs are discussed below.

Location
Location is the term that describes the difference between true value and average
measurement value. True value is the theoretically correct value of the parameter being
measured (Potter, 1990), which is also known as the value of a reference standard. The
literature describes location three ways: bias, stability, and linearity.
Bias, also known as accuracy, is a measure of the distance between the true values
of samples and the average value of the measurements. Bias is a systematic error
component of the measurement system. It is important to recognize that the value of bias
measurement is limited when only measured on size once. When measuring the single
sample over time, the resulting values may change. Time, therefore, is an important
factor that may affect bias.
Stability is the characteristic to describe the capacity of a measurement system to
product consistently over time (Shaji, 2006).
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Linearity refers to the difference of bias across the expected operating
(measurement) range for the measurement equipment (Measurement Systems Analysis
Reference Manual, 2010). This means that users cannot assume constant bias throughout
the measurement range. According to the Measurement System Analysis Reference
Manual (Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010), there are some
possible causes of linearity issues, including:
• Measurement system needs calibration
• Poor maintenance on the measurement system
• Problem with the master
• Temperature
• Humidity
• Cleanliness
• Poor measurement system design
It is important that the measurement system is stable (in statistical control) when
examining linearity (Khan, 2013).

Variation
Variation describes the spread of measurement values and is also known as
precision. There are two ways to describe variation: repeatability and reproducibility. In
any study, careful definitions of terms and concepts are of paramount importance,
especially when there is no real consensus in the literature. Such is the case here with the
terms repeatability and reproducibility. The present study defines these in a manner
consistent with Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG):
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″Repeatability is the variation in measurements obtained with one measurement
instrument when used several times by one operator while measuring the
identical characteristic on the same part…Reproducibility is typically defined as
the variation in the average of the measurements made by different operators
using the same measuring instrument when measuring the identical characteristic
on the same part″ (Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010, p.
54-55).
The validity of the AIAG definitions is underscored by their use by other researchers in
this domain, e.g., Hare (2012) and Shaji (2006).
However, it is important to recognize that AIAG’s definitions are not universal.
For example, Tavera Sainz ( 2013), and Young, Guo, Kahn, Racaza, & House (2013) are
prominent among authors who use alternate definitions for these terms. For example,
Tavera defines repeatability as related to the instrument’s variation or equipment
variation and reproducibility as the operator’s variation. These alternate definitions are
noted; however, the present study is utilizing the definitions consistent with AIAG.

Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility (Gage R&R) Study
As defined by Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual (2010), Gage
Repeatability and Reproducibility (Gage R&R) study is a method used to evaluate the
precision of a measurement device and to find out variations with a measurement system.
Depending on how an experiment was conducted, there are two types of Gage R&R
studies: one is Gage R&R crossed experiment when each part is measured multiple times
by each operator, and the other one is Gage R&R nested experiment when each part is
measured by only one appraiser (Young et al., 2013). In this study, the researcher
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designed the experiment as a crossed Gage R&R study to estimate how much total
process variation is caused by the measurement system. The AIAG provides the
following definition for measurement systems variation due to repeatability and
reproducibility (Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010). The
measurement system variation for repeatability and reproducibility (known as GRR) is
defined as ″… an estimate of the combined variation of repeatability and reproducibility.

∂2 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = ∂2 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + ∂2 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ″

⑴

(Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010, p. 56-57)
The literature defines ″three methods used to perform the variable of Gage Study:
•

Range method

•

Average and Range method

•

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) method″ (Measurement Systems Analysis
Reference Manual, 2010, p. 101).

Range Method
The Range method is a modified variable gage study, which provides a quick
approximation of measurement variability. This method only provides the overall picture
of the measurement system; it does not decompose the variability into repeatability and
reproducibility.
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Average and Range Method
The Average and Range method is an approach that will provide an estimate of
both repeatability and reproducibility for a measurement system. Unlike the Range
method, this approach will allow the measurement system’s vitiation to be decomposed
into repeatability and reproducibility.

ANOVA Method
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is a standard statistical technique that can be used
to analyze the measurement error and other sources of variability of data in a
measurement systems study. In an ANOVA, the variance can be decomposed into four
categories: parts, operators, interaction between parts and operator, and replication error
due to the gage. The study data design is very similar for each of these methods with the
exception of the range method. As stated in Measurement Systems Analysis
(Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010), ″… the ANOVA method is
preferred because it measures the operators to part interaction gauge error, whereas as the
others do not include gage error …″ (p. 101). Compared with the Average and Range
method, the ANOVA method is capable of handling any experimental setup, estimating
the variances more accurately and extracting more information (such as interaction
between parts and operator’s effect) from the experimental data (Measurement Systems
Analysis Reference Manual, 2010).
According to AIAG, a general rule of thumb for measurement system
acceptability is:
• ″Fewer than 10 percent error is acceptable.
• Ten percent to 30 percent error suggests that the system is acceptable
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depending on the importance of application, cost of measurement device,
cost of repair, and other factors.
• Over 30 percent error is considered unacceptable, and you should improve
the measurement system. The AIAG also states that the number of distinct
categories the measurement systems divides a process into should be greater
than or equal to five″ ( p.78).
In addition to percent error and the number of distinct categories, AIAG recommends that
users should review graphical analyses over time to decide on the acceptability of a
measurement system (Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010).
In conclusion, the MSA is critical for collecting data from a process such as
process control or capability and is used to confirm that the measurement system is
consistent and accurate. Although many sources in the literature require a traceable gage,
Hare (2012) states that:
″…the measurement of accuracy usually takes place in an analytical laboratory
and is often carried out by choosing samples that span the range of interest and
using a regression analysis to find a calibration curve that relates the
measurements to ″true, ″ or references, standard value…in practice, the true
value may never be known exactly, but a substitute for the true value can be
found″ (p. 62).
In the present study, each operator measured the same 3D printed samples three
times. In that sense, the operators measured in the sample in a relative manner, and as
such, the samples act as a surrogate gage. In this manner, the present study also
examines the variance of this particular 3D printer.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review

After presenting the basics of a measurement system, this chapter summarizes
pertinent literature related to 3D printing and quality of 3D printing products. The
following topics are discussed:
• 3D printing definitions, trends, and technologies
• The effect of printing parameters on 3D printing accuracy
• The importance of test targets
• 2D printing line quality analysis

3D Printing Definitions, Trends, and Technologies
As reported by the American Society for Testing and Materials, Committee F42 on
Additive Manufacturing Technologies defined 3D printing as the ″…fabrication of
objects through the deposition of a material using a print head, nozzle, or another printer
technology″ (ASTMF2792-12a, 2012, p. 1). In contrast to manufacturing technologies
that use the subtractive process by cutting or drilling to remove the materials, 3D printing
is an additive process that deposits the materials to form layers. As Grimm (2004)
described in User's Guide to Rapid Prototyping, 3D printing can be used as a method for
rapid prototyping (RP). It is an application for solid free form fabrication (SFF) process,
also defined as a fabrication using the materials to make objects any shape or size threedimensionally.
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3D Printing Industry Trends
According to the Wohlers Report 2013: Additive Manufacturing and 3D Printing
State of the Industry: Annual Worldwide Progress Report (Wohlers, 2014), 3D printing
technology is a truly epochal achievement in additive manufacturing (AM). As shown in
Figure 1, the growth of the revenues of products and service in the additive
manufacturing market has accelerated over the past four years at an increasing rate. The
additive manufacturing market grew 34.9% to $3.07 billion in 2013. This market for 3D
printing grew by 32.7% to $2.204 billion in worldwide products and service revenues in
2012. The revenues grew by 29.4% in 2011, and 24.1% in 2010. As shown in Figure 1,
the products and service revenue growth rate has increased from 3.9% to 28.3% between
the years of 2003 and 2012.
Wohlers (2014) concluded that the implications of 3D printing would expand in
the coming decades. The predicted increase of additive manufacturing is due to the lower
effective cost in producing small batches of products when compared to a traditional
production line. Also, the direct visualizations of products and models make the
designer’s work more effective and convenient. Moreover, 3D printing enables the
development of entirely new products in fields such as industrial design, engineering,
dental and medical industries, architecture, and construction (Wohlers, 2014)
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Figure 1. Growth of Revenues from AM between 2003 and 2012. Adapted from Wohlers
Report 2014: Additive manufacturing and 3D printing state of the industry: Annual
Worldwide Progress Report, by T. Wohlers and T. Caffery, 2014. Copyright 2014 by
Terry T.

3D Printing Technologies
There are several methods to deposit the materials to generate the layer (Kruth,
Leu, & Nakagawa, 1998). These include stereo lithography (SLA), selective laser
sintering (SLS), laminated object manufacture (LOM), and fused deposition modeling
(FDM).
Stereo lithography is a typical example of a layer-by-layer manufacturing process
based on photo-polymerization (Yan & Gu, 1996). It creates the prototype by tracing
layer cross-sections on the surface of the liquid photopolymer pool with a laser beam.
For example, in the common embodiment, the laser beam is deflected horizontally in X
and Y axes by galvanometer-driven mirrors so that it moves across the surface of the
resin to initiate a photo-polymerization reaction, thereby producing a solid pattern. After
a layer is built, the elevator drops a user-specified distance and a new coating of liquid
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resin covers the solidified layer. A wiper helps spread the viscous polymer over for
building the next layer. The laser draws a new layer on the top of the previous one. In
this way, the model is built layer by layer from bottom to top.
Selective laser sintering typically uses a carbon dioxide laser to sinter successive
layers of powder instead of liquid. In SLS processes, a thin layer of powder is applied by
a counter-rotating roller mechanism onto the workplace. The powder material is
preheated to a temperature slightly below its melting point. The laser beam traces the
cross-section on the powder surface to heat up the powder to the sintering temperature so
that the powder scanned by the laser is bonded. The powder that is not scanned by the
laser will remain in place to serve as the support to the next layer of powder, which aids
in reducing distortion. When a layer of the cross-section is completed, the roller levels
another layer of powder over the sintered one for the next pass. Compared to other AM
processes SLS hardware is typically more expensive (Pham & Gault, 1998). The system
requires an inert nitrogen atmosphere and cooling system.
LOM processes produce parts from bonded paper, plastic, metal, or composite
sheet stock. Laminated object manufacture machines bond a layer of sheet material to a
stack of previously formed laminations. Laser beam follows the contour of part of a
cross-section generated by Computer Aided Design (CAD) to cut it to the required shape.
The layers can be glued or welded together. The excess material of every sheet is either
removed or remains as the next layer’s support. Advantages of LOM include the wide
range of relatively cheap materials available. A drawback is the need to prise the finished
parts off the table, which adversely affects their surface finish. It is also hard to make
hollow parts due to the difficulty in removing the core, and there are serious problems
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with undercuts and re-entrant features. Other disadvantages of this technology are that
there is a large amount of scrap, the machine must be constantly manned, parts need to be
hand finished, and the shear strength of the part is adversely affected by the layering of
adhesive and foil. Because the laser cuts through the material, there is a fire hazard,
which means that the machines need to be fitted with inert gas extinguishers (Pham, &
Gault, 1998; Kruth, 1991).

Fused deposition modeling (FDM) is a 3D printing system that extrudes materials
through a nozzle in a continuous fashion. The process heats and extrudes thermoplastics
such as polylactide (PSL), polycarbonate (PC), and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)
(Grimm, 2004). The basic device of the FDM system is shown in Figure 2 (Chua, Leong,
& Lim, 2010). The FDM process builds the part line by line and then layer upon layer on
a base platform. The drive wheels deliver the thermoplastic wire to the heater. The
liquefier or heater melts the thermoplastic and extrudes the filament through a nozzle as
indicated by the label ″tips″ in Figure 2. For this thesis, the researcher will focus on the
FDM, since it is the most widely adopted and will be used to build the test target
employed in the demonstration of the measurement system to be developed.
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Figure 2. Fused deposition modeling System. The FDM System consists of filament,
heating elements, nozzles for extrusion, and a build plate. Adapted from ″Fused
Deposition Modeling System″ by C. K., Chua, K. F., Leong, & C. S., Lim, Rapid
Prototyping: Principles and Applications, 2010, p. 143. Copyright 2010 by Tuck Link,
Singapore.

The Effect of Printing Parameters on 3D Printing Accuracy
In 3D printing systems, there are several process parameters that have effects on
3D printing dimensional accuracy. Some examples of printing parameters are print
speed, extrude temperature, build platen temperature, and fan speed (when cooling is
needed). Walters, Stanic, and Lozo (2009) examined the quality of the surface
reproduction relative to the layer thickness, surface orientation, and location of the
sample placement in 3D ink jet printing. They used image processing to analyze the
quality of the surface elements such as the circle elements of the edges. They found that
the printing parameters and relative orientation of the object in the XYZ space impacted
the reproduction on the surface elements.
Sood, Ohdar and Mahapartra (2009) also investigated the influence of layer
thickness and parts orientation on dimensional accuracy. In their study, the effect of
layer thickness was determined by the Grey-Taguchi method. This method was used to
17

generate a single response from different performance characteristics. They also focused
on other printing parameters such as raster angle, air gap, and raster width.
Bakar, Alkahari & Boejang (2010) focused on the influence of raster angle tool
path, slice thickness, build orientation, and deposition speed on 3D printing quality. In
their experiment, they applied three parameters for fabrication of FDM parts: layer
thickness, contour width, and internal raster. Ahn, Kweon, Kwon, Song, and Lee (2009)
analyzed the effect of surface angle, layer thickness, and overlap interval on surface
roughness. Pandey, Reddy, and Dhande (2003) and Galantucci, Lavecchia, and Percoco
(2009) were interested in the enhancement of the surface of 3D printing. They found that
the tip diameter has little importance for surfaces ringing either parallel or perpendicular
to the build direction.
In a particularly detailed study, Galantucci, Lavecchia and Percoco (2009)
investigated the improvement of the surface finish of the specimen by using a chemicalfinishing process. Their methodology had three components: (1) design of test target, (2)
parameters set-up, and (3) measurement of surface roughness and dimension. In order to
study the capability of FDM to produce the desired shapes, they designed a test target
with cubes, rings, cylinders, and slots. The measurement of dimensional accuracy was
performed using a touch-probe type coordinate measuring machine. In addition, the
measurement of surface roughness was performed using a portable surface tester. They
found that a thick layer had generated a rougher surface than the thin layer whether it was
measured horizontally or vertically. Their study showed that both of these parameters
could aid in the bonding quality between layers and lead to better surface finish.
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In summary, previous research has shown that the printing parameters such as
layer thickness, shell saturation levels, bleed control, and surface orientation, have
impacted the properties of FDM printing parts ̶ in this case, the printed surfaces. The
measurement methods used above demonstrate the basic elements for building a
measurement system. The image analysis provided quantitative data and reliable
analyses for the measurement system. A key aspect of their methodologies is all
experiments relied on geometric artifacts, such as circles, lines, and letters to assess the
quality of printing.

The Importance of Referencing Geometry and Dimensions
In the studies cited above, unique test targets were created and used to evaluate
the effect of printing parameters on 3D printing performance. A test target is an
intentionally designed sample or marker used to evaluate the quality of a process and
methodology. The test target is a way to quantitatively analyze the capability of a device,
in this case, a printer. It provides a standardized sample that can be used in the
manufacturing process. In additive manufacturing, researchers suggested comparing the
capabilities of 3D printing quantitatively by using benchmarking parts, also known as test
artifacts (Kruth, 1991 and Moylan, Cooke, Jurrens, Slotwinski, & Donmezet, 2012).
Several benchmarks could be used to quantitatively assess the performance of 3D
printing systems. Kruth (1991) designed a U-shaped test target with different geometric
features, such as angled surfaces, square and circular holes, and circular bosses in
different directions. Kruth compared the different processes and discussed their
applications and performances in terms of measurement for each feature.
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Childs and Juster (1994) created a benchmark part to test the geometrical
capabilities of various rapid prototyping processes. The component has an inverted U
frame which carries a range of features, such as a cylindrical shell, inclined cylinders,
pegs, embossed letters, and overhangs. Ippolito, Iuliano, and Gatto (1995) designed a
benchmark to investigate dimensional accuracy and surface finish. Some benchmarks
parts (Wong and Loh, 2001; Mahesh, Wong, Fuh and Loh, 2003; Byun and Lee, 2003;
Kim and Oh, 2008) were designed to determine achievable geometric features and
accuracy by different rapid prototyping processes.
Moylan et al. (2012) reviewed the existing AM test artifacts based on Kruth’s
research, such as the angles using an ″open book″ feature. These test artifacts were
specifically designed to investigate the geometric accuracy and evaluate the performance
of additive processes. The researchers also designed a new test target to highlight
process capabilities and test machine accuracy. Their test artifact combined various
features, including center hole, pins and holes, outer edges, central cylinders, ramps fine
features, and lateral features. They measured the beam offset and scaling values (the
values of x-scaling and y-scaling), thus providing a more robust determination than the
manufacturers specified methods.
These studies on test targets were focused on the engineering manufacturability.
These test targets consist of complicated geometrical shapes. For the present research, a
test target will be created to profile a 3D printer in the Z-direction to assess the print
quality using simple patterns. To do this, both 2D and 3D measurements will be
employed. As 3D measurement will be developed as part of this thesis, lessons learned
from traditional 2D printing will be discussed next.
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Conclusion
The literature reviewed above provides the principles and technologies of 3D
printing. Many of the studies regarding test artifacts came from the engineer
manufacturing view. They measured and analyzed the test targets with the interaction of
part accuracy but few with consideration for the ultimate capacity of the devices. Most
studies did not use the principle of incremental quantifiable measurements to define the
printer’s ability to resolve systematic and geometric patterns.
This present research added to this body of literature by establishing methods of
quantitative print quality assessments. The researcher utilized potentially transferrable
two-dimensional image analysis and develop new three-dimensional analytical tools.
This work will initiate with the line quality of the 3D object with the goal to evaluate the
capability of a 3D printer. A newly designed test target to measure the line profile
retention of 3D printing will be a major focus of the measurement system proposed.
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Chapter 4
Research Objectives

This research will develop a measurement methodology to address the ability of
a 3D printer to resolve geometric test patterns. In particular, this research will aim to
answer the following:
1.

How is the test target designed to reflect the printing limitation?

2.

What defines the line profile retention and how will they be measured?

3.

How is the suitability and sufficiency of the measurement system
determined?
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Chapter 5
Methodology

In this measurement system, the researcher (1) designed a non-intersecting
straight line test target, (2) established a standard operator procedure (SOP) for
measurement system, (3) followed the SOP and measured the physical output of the test
target in three dimensions (i.e., x, y, and z axes) using a three-dimensional optical
microscope, (4) defined the new matrices for the line profile of the line test target and (5)
conducted a measurement system analysis to evaluate the consistency and accuracy of the
measurement system. The following methodology covers the design of the test target, the
procedures, the design of metrics, the assessment of SOP, and the measurement system
analysis. Each is presented in detail in the following section.

Line Test Target of GETT /Design of the Test Target
A test target was created for measuring 3D printing line quality. The principle for
the test target design was analogous to parallel line patterns in the RIT Digital Output
Resolution Target used in the 2D printing (Sigg, 2006) as mentioned before. This test
chart consists of groups of lines with width and height dimensions from large to small
size. The line width with the smallest value that the printer can produce is the
addressability of a 3D printer.
The test targets in this research were created to quantitatively evaluate the
effective line addressability of the fused deposition modeling printing in 3D additive
manufacturing. Two elements comprised the test target: an electronic design file and the
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physical test target. To produce a physical example, the test target was printed with
Makerbot® Replicator 2X, a fused deposition model 3D printer, in the Next-Print lab in
the School of Media Science at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT).
Figure 3 presents a 3D view of the parallel line test target of GETT (Line GETT).
The Line GETT has four parts: vertical positive line, fiducial mark, quiet area, and
foundation. The quiet area is the area without any features and used to isolate the
different purpose groups of lines (labeled in Figure 3 on the upper right side). The
features are built on a foundation as labeled in Figure 3 on the lower right side. The top
plane of the foundation is defined as the reference plane, which is at the zero on the zaxis. The test target in Figure 3 includes nine vertical positive lines and one fiducial
mark which are used for locating the test target on the microscopy. Each vertical line on
Line GETT have different line width and line height. Three of them in sequence from
left to right are in one group, which has the same line width but different height. The
line height in each group that keeps the same line width are changed from 0.8 millimeters
(mm) to 0.4 mm to 0.2 mm. The line width for three groups changed from 0.8 mm to 0.4
mm to 0.2 mm.
Vertical
Positive Line

Quiet Area

Fiducial Mark
Foundation

Figure 3. Line Test Target of GETT (Line GETT) in 3D View
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For the electronic test target design file, the dimensional range was based on the
smallest addressable spot of the functional printing device examined. For example, the
smallest addressable spot of Makerbot® printer is the size of a nozzle apparatus, whose
diameter is 0.4 millimeters. Test targets are arranged in repetitions of reducing or
increasing dimensionality in reference to the smallest addressable spot. The dimensional
changes are in increment or reduction of numbers multiplying the dimensions of the
minimal addressable spot. This applies to all three dimensions in the Cartesian space.
After printed by a 3D printer, the physical line test target was placed on the scales
as shown in Figure 4. The scales boxing an area are the same side dimensions as the line
GETT and include vertical and horizontal center scale markers, left scale marker, right
scale marker, top scale marker, bottom scale marker, with the between markers being one
millimeter. The scale value is on the upper right corner. The fiducial mark of the Line
GETT is placed on the upper right side on the scale and the edge of the line test target of
GETT are aligned with top scale marker, bottom scale marker, left scale marker, and right
scale marker.

Vertical Center
Scale Marker

Top Scale Marker

Horizontal Center
Left Scale Marker

Scale Marker
Right Scale

Bottom Scale Marker

Marker

Figure 4. Line GETT Placed with Scale.
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Design of Experiment (Test of SOP)
In order to assess the reproducibility of the system, different operators were
invited to follow the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) described below to repeat each
step of the measurement system. According to the guideline of the Gage R&R study,
when estimating repeatability, each operator measured each part at least twice; when
estimating reproducibility, at least two operators measured the parts. In this instance,
three operators drawn from people within Next Printing Lab in RIT measured the Line
GETT printed by Makerbot® Replicator 2X three times each, and each single
measurement of the sample is known as a trial. Operators participated in the study one at
a time, and each operator was asked to measure the piece following the standard
operating measurement procedure for the digital microscope. The operator then repeated
this measurement process twice, one at a time. The Design of Experiment table of the
test of SOP is shown in Table A1 in Appendix A.

Matrices
The line profile of the design file of the line GETT is shown in Figure 5. The
Line GETT has two matrices to determine the line profile, one is the line width and the
anther one is line height. Line width (l) is the distance between the two points, which is
higher than the reference in a single line as shown in Figure 5. Line height (h) is the
variance between the highest point of the line and the reference plane as shown in Figure
5. As previously described, the Line GETT has nine lines. Three lines with same line
width are in one group, and each line in the group has a different line height.
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Line Height (h)

Line Width (l)

Figure 5. Cross Section View of Design of Line GETT

Once the operators finished the SOP, each operator provided three data files to
show the line profile for the cross section of Line GETT. The data collected from the
samples by each operator can be used to verify the repeatability of the measurement
system. The data file will be used for analysis and calculated by the researcher. The data
file of the line profile in this case includes two columns: one is the value of the point
location in the x axis (in this case, defined as x value), and the other one is the height of
the point (defined as z value) as shown in Appendix C. The line profile is defined as a
function to describe the relation between the x value and the z value. Each line profile
collected from each operator is plotted out as a graph shown as Figure C1-9 in Appendix
C. Compared with the line profile to the cross section view of Line GETT, the line shape
has changed from the square shape to the curve. It resulted in a new definition of the line
width (W) and line height (H) as shown in Figure 6.
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B

C
D

A

Line Height (H)

Line

Slope of Line

Line Width (W)

Figure 6. Line Width and Line Height for Line Profile

As shown in Figure 6 the upper side figure is one-third of one-line profile, which
includes three lines with same line width but different line height in a group collected by
one operator. The lower side figure is the slope of the line profile. In mathematics, the
slope or gradient of a line is a number that describes both the direction and the steepness
of the line. Slope is often denoted by the letter m. Given any two contiguous points in the
line profile; for example, point N(x𝑛𝑛 , 𝑧𝑧𝑛𝑛 ), point M(x𝑛𝑛+1 , 𝑧𝑧𝑛𝑛+! )
Slope �𝑚𝑚(x𝑛𝑛 )� =

z𝑛𝑛+1 − z𝑛𝑛
xn+1 − x𝑛𝑛

⑵

Comparing the line profile and the slope figure, there are some significant points
used for determining the line width and line height as shown in Figure 9. There are four
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points in this case used to find the line width and line height for the second line on the
line test target of GETT. The first point A(x1 , 𝑧𝑧1 ) in the line profile has the maximum
positive slope value, the second point B(x2 , 𝑧𝑧2 ) in the line profile has the minimum

absolute slope value, which is positive close to zero. The third point C(x3 , 𝑧𝑧3 ) in the line

profile has the minimum absolute slope value, which is negative close to zero, and the
last point D(x4 , 𝑧𝑧4 ) for the first line has the maximum negative slope value. The line
width is the distance between the A point and D point:

Line Width (W) = x4 − x1

⑶

Line height is the average value of the height of point B and C:
Line Height (H) =

z3 + z2
2

⑷

Since the operator measured the three groups of lines with the same line width
and different line height once at a time, each line profile data included three groups of
line widths and three groups of line heights. All the lines on the line test target were
calculated using this method and recorded in a data format as shown in Table 1 shown in
Chapter Six. All the tables for line width and line height for the line profiles are included
in Appendix A. The value of matrices collected data are shown in Table B1 in Appendix
A.

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
The SOP in this thesis provided instruction and standardized the process to ensure
that operators who measured Line GETT following the SOP and performed the task
consistently did not require guidance or clarification. The SOP used for the assessment
of line profile retention Line GETT produced by the 3D FDM printer used a digital
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microscope, in this case, a VHX-2000E by Keyence. Inc.©. The microscope was
calibrated by the researcher before the operators started the experiment. The SOP
document, as shown in Appendix B, includes the document history, the purpose, the Line
GETT design, information on measurement apparatus, and the procedure to conduct
measurement. Three trials were done before the experiment to refine SOP and identify
the specific guild line. Document history recorded the changes of each version of the
SOP. The purpose of SOP was to give an instruction to clarify the measurement system
of 3D printing Line GETT. The design of Line GETT was to introduce the Line GETT to
the operator to help them place and measure it. Measurement apparatus provided the
instruction of microscope and function tools used in the SOP.

3D Image Stitching Function
The most important tool used in the SOP is called 3D Image Stitching. The
stitching tool assembles multiple images in sequence by different areas on Line GETT
into a much larger image. Before the 3D image stitching, the operator needs to specify
the stitching range area and Z stage (height). As shown in Figure 7, the menu bar of 3D
image stitching has a function to specify the range of the area. The left button, right
button, up end, and lower end are used to specify the stitching-desired area. During the
stitching, the stage plate automatically moves from left to right and from up to lower, and
the camera scans the image in the area.
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Figure 7. Menu Bar of 3D Image Stitching to Specify the Area

In this mode, the microscope automatically changes the focus at different heights
and moves from the lowest selected area (low limit) to the highest selected area (up limit)
step by step as shown in Figure 8. It captured and recorded the vertical frames of each
step. The images are captured in stacks of multiple vertical frames for each image area.
Then all the vertical frames of images from the left area (left end) to the right area (right)
are assembled as a larger image. The number of stacks and the value of each step are
measured as the height.
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Figure 8. Menu Bar of 3D Image Stitching to Specify Z Stage

Procedure of Standard Operating Procedure
The procedure of the SOP in the measurement system provided guidelines and
step-by-step instruction for the operators to measure the Line GETT and generate the data
of line profile. The procedure contained five main steps as shown in Figure 9. Each step
is summarized in the following section. The details of the information are included in
Appendix B (Standard Operating Procedure).
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Measurement
preparation
3D image capture

3D image storage
Test target
measurement
Resulting line profile
file analysis
Figure 9. Procedure of Standard Operating Procedure

Step one: Measurement Preparation. The measurement preparation steps set up the
measurement apparatus using the correct settings, including positioning of the state plate,
the brightness and magnification settings, and providing the guideline required to place
the Line GETT on the microscope.

Step two: 3D Image Capture. The images are captured by the Keyence© VHX-2000E
microscope using the 3D imaging stitching tool. The operator followed the instruction
and set up the range of area and Z stage. The stage plate automatically moved, and the
focus changed each time the stitching of the area was finished with one layer. After the
stitching, the 3D stitching image is displayed as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. 3D Stitching Image of Line GETT

Step three: 3D Image Storage. After stitching the 3D image, a 3D image is automatically
plotted out by the software compared with the microscope. The file is saved as a Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) file, which includes 3D information such as value
on X, Y, Z direction.

Step four: Test Target Measurement. The operator followed the SOP to change the color
scale setting of the 3D image and rotated the 3D image in different directions to measure
the specific line profile on the test target. As shown in Figure 11, a measurement line was
measured by the operator to generate the line profile of the test target. The line profile
displayed under the 3D image. The original picture captured by microscope is white as
shown in Figure 10. When using the color scale function to display, the change in height
will show in different colors as shown in Figure 11. The lowest height is shown as blue,
the highest point is shown in red. The right-up side is the result of the measurement line
table. As shown in Figure 11, the color scale on the left-upside was scaled for the height.
The height difference between the A and B Line shown in the Line Profile on the lowerside and the line width between the C and D line in the line profile.
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Measurement Line

Line Profile

Figure 11. Measurement Line and Line Profile

Step five: Resulting Line Profile File Analysis. After measuring the test target, the line
profiles are saved as comma separated values (CSV) file with a documented format label.
The data include the values in the x and z positions for each pixel in the image in
micrometer unit.

Statistical Analysis
Before calculating the line width and line height as mentioned previously, the
researcher used the line correction function to address the line profile. Each line profile
collected by the operators had different line correction functions, which in this case, was
influenced by the foundation of the line test target. After subtracting the line correction
function, the line profile was applied to calculate the slope of line profile. All the line
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widths and line heights of the line profiles of nine lines on Line GETT were calculated
using the method discussed in previously in the current chapter, and were recorded in a
data format as shown in Table A2 in Appendix A.

Measurement System Analysis
As mentioned in Chapter Two, a formal measurement system analysis (e.g.: pages
4 and 10) was used to evaluate the measurement system. A Gage R&R methodology was
utilized with the goal of determining how much variation was due to the measurement
system. A measurement system with excessive variation can be inadequate for process
control applications. The data of the line width and line height of the line profile are
organized and coded as required by the Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) as
shown in Table A2 in Appendix A.
In the Gage R&R methodology, the measurement system variation is defined as
the sum of the repeatability and the reproducibility. Repeatability is the ability of the
measurement system to repeat the same measurements of the same sample under the
same conditions, where reproducibility is the ability of a measurement system to yield
consistent measurements with different operators (Measurement Systems Analysis
Reference Manual, 2010).
In this instance, three operators measured the same line test target of GETT three
times each: each single measurement of the sample is known as a trial. The variation
within each operator is a measure of the repeatability: here, the same sample was
measured by the same operator three times. As the sample and the operator were
constant, variation here was determined to be caused by the measurement instrument; in
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ANOVA vernacular, this is described as the within variation. The same operator also
measured parts three times each; the resulting variation includes the variation in the parts
themselves, the operator variation, and potential interaction between the operator and the
parts. The variation due to the difference in operators is known as reproducibility.
Upon completion of the first trial, the process was repeated for the second trial and
then finally the third trial. This same study procedure was used for each of the three
operators. The analysis and results of Gage R&R are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Results

The experiment carried out in the methodology produced a large amount of raw
data, which the researcher organized and plotted out as consistent with AIAG
recommendations. Again, the goal of the Gage R&R study was to ascertain the amount
of variance caused by the combination of the instrument (gage) and the operators to
determine if the measurement system is acceptable for its intended use.

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) Method
As stated in Measurement Systems Analysis (Measurement Systems Analysis
Reference Manual, 2010), ″… ANOVA method is preferred because it measures the
operators to part interaction gauge error, whereas as the others do not include gage error″
(p. 101). Compared with the Average and Range method, the ANOVA method is
capable of handling any experimental setup, estimating the variances more accurately and
extracting more information (such as interaction between parts and operator’s effect)
from the experimental data (Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010).
Following the guideline by Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) as mentioned in
Chapter two (Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010), the present study
used the ANOVA Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility (Gage R&R) method to
evaluate the precision of a measurement device. As defined by AIAG:
″Repeatability is the variation in measurements obtained with one measurement
instrument when used several times by one operator while measuring the identical
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characteristic on the same part…Reproducibility is typically defined as the variation in
the average of the measurements made by different operators using the same measuring
instrument when measuring the identical characteristic on the same part″ (Measurement
Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010, p. 54-55).
The Gage R & R study produced the following tables (Tables 1-3) for response
variables of height and line width. For each variable the output of MSA will consist of:
•

An ANOVA Table

•

A Total Gage R&R Table

•

The Components of Standard Deviation Table

The line width and line height data collected by three operators are organized and formatted
and shown in Table A2 in Appendix A. The researcher used the Quantum Excel, a software
for Statistical, Six Sigma or Quality user which fuses Design of Experiments, and
Statistical Analysis within Microsoft Excel, to generate the analysis of variance table.

ANOVA Table
A six columns table represents the ANOVA table as shown in Table 1
(Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010):
•

The Source column, the cause of the variation. This column, it consists of the
variation caused by parts, operators, interactions, repeatability and the total
variation.

•

The Degrees of freedom column, which is associated with the source. Degree
of freedom is the number of independent values or quantities that can be
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assigned to a statistical distribution.
•

The Sum of squares column, which is the deviation around the mean of the
source.

•

The Mean square column, the sum of squares divided by the degrees of
freedom.

•

The F-ratio column, which is the value of F-test. F-ratio is equal to the
variance of the group means divided by the mean of the within group
variances. The F-ratio can be interpreted as the ratio of the between groups
variance and the within groups variance as mentioned above and it is
calculated to determine the statistical significance of the source value. The
larger the F-ratio is, the more significant the variance is.

•

The P-Value column, the probability of obtaining a result at least as extreme
as the one that was actually observed, given that the null hypothesis is true.
The p-value stands for the statistically significant level of the hypothesis.

Table 1
ANOVA Table
Source

Degrees of
freedom

Parts
Operators
Interaction (Operator by Part)
Repeatability
Total
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Sum of
squares

Mean
square

F-ratio

p-Value

A Total Gage R&R Table
The Gage R&R table has four columns and seven rows. The sources column
breaks down the sources of total variation:
•

Total Gage R&R (GRR) consists of:
o Repeatability, the variability from repeated measurements by the same
operator
o Reproducibility, the variability when the same part is measured by
different operators, which is also divided into operator and operatorby-part components

•

Part-to-part (PV), the variability in measurements across different parts.

The second column is the standard deviation for each variation. According to the
manual book of Measurement System Analysis (Measurement Systems Analysis
Reference Manual, 2010), six multiplies each standard deviation, as shown in column
three, because when data are normally distributed, approximately 99.73% of the data fall
within six standard deviations (beyond three standard deviations from the mean). In
addition, the column four shows the percentage of the contribution of each measurement
system component is determined. The percent of each component of Contribution (%
Contribution column) is based on the estimate of the variance components. The last row
stands for the number of distinct categories (ndc) is the number of non-overlapping 97%
confidence intervals that will span the expected product variation (Measurement Systems
Analysis Reference Manual, 2010).
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Table 2
Total Gage R&R
Source

Standard
deviation

6 * StDev

% Contribution

Total Variation (TV)
Total Gage R&R (GRR)
Repeatability
Reproducibility
Operator
Operator * part
Part-to-part (PV)
Number of distinct categories: ndc=
Note.6*StDev stands for standard deviation times by six. Operator * Part means the
interaction between operator and parts.

Components of Standard Deviation Table
In addition, to determine if the measurement system is acceptable, we turn to
AIAG recommendations, as illustrated in Table 3. These recommendations calculated
using the different components standard deviation divided by the total standard deviation
(%TV) and lists the percentage of each component standard deviation of the total
standard deviation (column two). The components column breaks down to four rows: the
total Gage R&R (GRR), Repeatability, Reproducibility and the part-to-part (PV).

Table 3
Components of Standard Deviation Table
% TV AIAG statistics
GRR
Repeatability
Reproducibility
PV

Percentage (%)
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Result of MSA for Line Width
As in previously mentioned, the result of MSA includes two response variables:
line width and line height. The MSA result for line width illustrated in the following section,
which includes an ANOVA table, a total Gage R&R table, a table of components of
standard deviation, a chart of components of variation, a range chart and a Xbar chart.
Table 4
ANOVA Table of Line Width
Source

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

Mean
square

F-ratio

p-Value

8
2

2770518
5538.75

346315
2769.37

257.251
2.0572

<0.001
0.16029

16

21539.4

1346.21

0.6778

0.80248

54
80

107252
2904849

1986.15

Parts
Operators
Interaction (Operator
by Part)
Repeatability
Total

A two-way repeated ANOVA with nine replications was conducted using the
obtained data; the results for line width are summarized in Table 1. In Table 1, the
degrees of freedom of parts source is eight, and the p-value is less than 0.001. The Fratio of parts is 257.251, which is statistically more significant than other sources such as
operators. The F-ratio and p-value for the operator are 2.0572 and 0.16029. In addition,
the relatively small F-value for Operators results in a non-statistically significant
outcome (p > 0.10), suggesting a non-detectable operator effect. The relatively small Fvalue for the Interaction of Operator and Part, in this case, which is 0.6778, also results
in a statistically non-significant result (p > 0.80); therefore, the data suggest that there is
no interaction between operators and part, that is, operators are not measuring the same
parts line width differently.
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Total Gage R&R Table for Line Width
As indicated in Table 2, the total Gage R&R contributes is 4.67% of the total
variation, with Repeatability representing 4.58% of the variation and Reproducibility
representing 0.09% of the total variation. The part-to-part variation (PV) is 95.33% of
total variation. The number of distinct categories (ndc) is the number of non-overlapping
97% confidence intervals that will span the expected product variation (Measurement
Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010). In Table 2, the ndc is six. A value of five or
more denotes an acceptable measurement system according to AIAG.

Table 5
Total Gage R&R for Line Width
Source
Total Variation (TV)
Total Gage R&R (GRR)
Repeatability
Reproducibility
Operator
Operator * part
Part-to-part (PV)

Standard
deviation
200.373
43.293
42.894
5.8673
5.8673
NA
195.64

6 * StDev

Contribution

1202.24
100.00%
259.759
4.67%
257.363
4.58%
35.204
0.09%
35.204
0.09%
NA
NA
1173.84
95.33%
Number of distinct categories: ndc=6
Note.6*StDev stands for standard deviation times by six. Operator * Part means the
interaction between operator and parts.
In addition, to determine if the measurement system is acceptable, we turn to
AIAG recommendations, as illustrated in Table 3. These recommendations calculated
using the different components standard deviation divided by the total standard deviation
(%TV) and lists the percentage of each component standard deviation of the total
standard deviation.
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Table 6
Components Standard Deviation of Total Standard Deviation of Line Width
%TV AIAG statistics

Percentage (%)
21.61
21.41
2.93
97.64

GRR
Repeatability
Reproducibility
PV

As shown in Table 3, the obtained data suggests that the standard deviation of the
total Gage R&R (GRR) is 21.61% of the total standard deviation. The percent of the
standard deviation of Repeatability and Reproducibility for the total standard deviation is
21.41% and 2.93%, respectively. For the part-to-part, it stands for 97.64% of the total
standard deviation.

The components of variation chart, as shown in Figure 12, graphically represent
each component’s percentage of contribution in the Gage R&R table (Table 5) and
percentage of components standard deviation of total standard deviation of line width
table (Table 6). The vertical axis represents percentage and the horizontal axis stands for
the components of variation. There are four kinds of variation. Each cluster of bars
represents a source of variation including GRR, Repeatability (Repeat), Reproducibility
(Reprod) and Part-to-part. Each cluster has two bars that correspond to the percentage
of %Contribution and %GRR or %TV. The largest component of variation is part-to-part
variation. The part-to-part standard deviation (%PV) of the total standard deviation
(%TV) is 97.64%, and the part-to-part variation is 95.33% of total variation. According
to the MSA manual book, the value of %GRR, which is 21.61%, suggests that the system
is acceptable.
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Figure 12. Components of Variation of Line Width

The range chart shown in Figure 13 is a control chart of ranges that graphically
displays operator consistency. The vertical axis represents the range of line width when
each operator measured the same line three times, unit in micrometer (μm), and the
horizontal axis stands for three operators. The ranges of the multiple readings by each
appraise on each part are plotted on a standard range chart, including the grand average of
ranges (centerline) and control limits (UCL and LCL). The upper control limit (UCL)
takes into account the number of times each operator measures a part. In the range chart,
the points are plotted by the operator. There are three lines in the range chart; each line
stands for the measurement result for each operator. The centerline for line width is 74.4
μm. The up control limit for the line width is 191.7 μm. All the points on the range chart
fall outsider of the UCL and fall around the center limit. It indicated that each operator
consistently measured the line width.
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Figure 13. Range Chart of Line Width

The Xbar chart compares the part-to-part variation to the repeatability component.
The Xbar chart consists of plotted points. The vertical axis represents the value of line
width for each line in micrometer (μm) and the horizontal axis stands for three operators.
For each operator, these points represent the average measurement of each part, center line
(the overall average for all part measurements by all operators), and control limits (UCL
and LCL). These control limits are based on the number of measurements in each average
and the repeatability estimate.
Because the parts chosen for a Gage R&R study should represent the entire range
of possible parts, this graph ideally shows lack-of-control. It is desirable to observe more
variation between part averages than what is expected from repeatability variation alone.
Figure 14 shows the low control limit (LCL) value is 384.9 micrometer (μm), and the upper
control limit (UCL) value is 421.9 μm. As illustrated in Figure 14, many points are above
or below the control limits. Only four out of 27 points are between the limits. It suggests
that the part-to-part variation is greater than the measurement device variation.
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Figure 14. Xbar Chart of Line Width

Figure 15 shows the operators, the part interactions, and the average measurements
for each. The vertical axis represents the average value of line width, unit in micrometer
(μm) and the horizontal axis represents nine lines (parts number) on GETT line test target.
Each line connects the average of a single operator. The lines are virtually identical, and
the part averages vary enough so that differences between parts are clear.
As shown in Figure 15, three lines indicate the results from the three operators. The
lines follow one another closely, and the differences between parts are clear.
The lines are parallel, it means the there is no interaction between the operator and
parts and each operator measured the parts in the same way.
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Figure 15. Operator by Part Interaction of Line Width

Results of MSA for Line Height
The results for the line height of line profile are summarized in Table 4. The
degrees of freedom of parts source is eight, and the value of the sum of squares for each
part of sources are 4733854, 1362.9, 165.7, and 4783.11 respectively.
The mean square for each part is presented in column four, which are 5917832,
681.451, 10.356, and 88.576. The F-ratio of parts is 57137.6, which is statistically more
significant than others sources such as operators, which is 65.801. The p-value for the
operator is also smaller than 0.01. The relatively small F-value for the Interaction of
Operator and Part also results in a statistically non-significant result (p > 0.80);
therefore, the data suggest that there is no interaction between operators and part, that is,
operators are not measuring the same parts line width differently.
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Table 7
ANOVA Table of Line Height
Source

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

Mean
square

Parts
Operators
Interaction (Operator by Part)
Repeatability
Total

8
2
16
54
80

4733854
1362.9
165.7
4783.11
4740166

591732
681.451
10.356
88.576

F-ratio

pValue

57137.6 < 0.01
65.801 < 0.01
0.11692 0.9999

Turning to the Gage R&R results or line height as presented in Table 5, the total
Gage R&R contributes 0.14% to the total variation (TV), with the Repeatability
representing 0.11% of that variation and the Reproducibility representing 0.03% of the
total variation. The part-to-part variation represents 99.86% of TV. The number of
distinct categories (ndc) is 37.

Table 8
Gage R&R Results of Line Height
Source
Total Variation (TV)
Total Gage R&R (GRR)
Repeatability
Reproducibility
Operator
Operator * part
Part-to-part (PV)

Standard
deviation
256.58
9.6601
8.4082
4.7561
4.7561
NA
256.398

6 * StDev

Contribution

1539.48
100.00%
57.961
0.14%
50.449
0.11%
28.537
0.03%
28.537
0.03%
NA
NA
1538.39
99.86%
Number of distinct categories: ndc=37
Note.6*StDev stands for standard deviation times by six. Operator * Part means the
interaction between operator and parts.
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To determine if the measurement system is acceptable, we turn to AIAG
recommendations, as illustrated in Table 6. Table 6 shows a calculation using the
component standard deviation divided by the total standard deviation (%TV) and lists the
percentage of each component standard deviation of the total standard deviation. The
obtained data suggests that the standard deviation of the total Gage R&R (%GRR) is
3.76% of %TV. Also, % TV consists of 3.28% on repeatability standard deviation and
1.85% of reproducibility. For the part-to-part standard deviation, it represents 99.93 %
of %TV.

Table 9
Component Standard Deviation of Total Standard Deviation of Line Height
%TV AIAG Statistics

Percentage (%)

GRR
Repeatability
Reproducibility
PV

3.76%
3.28%
1.85%
99.93%

The components of variation chart graphically represent the Gage R&R table and
the component standard deviation of total standard deviation table as shown in Figure 16.
The vertical axis represents percentage and the horizontal axis stands for the components
of variation. There are four kinds of variation. Each cluster of bars represents a source of
variation. The part-to-part standard deviation (%PV) of the total standard deviation
(%TV is 99.90% and the part-to-part variation is 99.85% of total variation, which is the
largest variation of the total variation. Compared with the part-to-part variation, the
variability of repeatability and reproducibility are much smaller: specifically, 0.107% and
0.0343%, respectively.
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Figure 16. Components of Variation of Line Height
The range chart is a control chart of ranges that graphically displays operator
consistency. The vertical axis represents the range of line width of each operator
measured the same line three times, unit in micrometer (μm), and the horizontal axis
stands for three operators. The ranges of the multiple readings by each appraise on each
part are plotted on a standard range chart including the grand average of ranges (center
line) and control limits (UCL and LCL). In the range chart, the points are plotted by
operator. There are three lines in the range chart; each line stands for the measurement
result for each operator. As shown in Figure 17, the points are plotted by operator. Each
line stands for one operator. The up control limit is 40.6 mm, and the value of center line
is 15.8 mm. All the points on the range chart fall beyond the upper control limit (UCL).
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The Xbar chart compares the part-to-part variation to the repeatability component.
The Xbar chart consists of plotted points. The vertical axis represents the value of line
width for each line in micrometer (μm) and the horizontal axis stands for three operators.
For each operator, these points represent the average measurement of each part, center line
(the overall average for all part measurements by all operators), and control limits (UCL
and LCL). These control limits are based on the number of measurements in each average
and the repeatability estimate.
Because the parts chosen for a Gage R&R study should represent the entire range
of possible parts, this graph ideally shows lack-of-control. It is desirable to observe more
variation between part averages than what is expected from repeatability variation alone.
As shown in Figure 18, three lines stand for three operators. The low control limit (LCL)
value is 385.0 μm, and the upper control limit (UCL) value is 421.9 μm. All the points are
above or below the control limits. It suggests that the part-to-part variation is greater than
the measurement device variation.
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Figure 19 shows the operators, the part interactions, and the average measurements
for each. The vertical axis represents the average value of line width, unit in micrometer
(μm) and the horizontal axis represents nine lines (parts number) on GETT line test target.
Each line connects the average of a single operator. The lines are virtually identical, and
the part averages vary enough so that differences between parts are clear.
The figure of the operator by part interaction displays the average measurements
by each operator for each part. Each line connects the average of a single operator. As
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shown in Figure 19, the three lines are almost in the same pattern.
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Figure 19. Operator by Part Interaction of Line Height
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusion

In the current chapter, three key topics are summarized. First, the development of
the measurement system is introduced. Second, the use of MSA to assess the quality of a
3D printing measurement system using a line profile together with the results from the
MSA are discussed. Third, the variation from the design file and the measured value as
indicators of the consistency of the printer are presented.

Summary of Measurement System
The measurement system presented in this study is developed to access the line
profile retention in 3D printing. The researcher assumed that the Keyence Microscope
with Z direction stepping and XY-direction-stitching image captures function is capable
of measuring the feature characteristic made by 3D printers, and also the environmental
has no impact on the measurement. The standards that proposed and created by this
thesis is the design of line GETT created by the software, Solidworks, and printed by the
fixture, Makerbot® Replicator 2X. The operators used Keyence. Inc. © microscope to
measure the feature characteristic, which is the line profile retention. The operators
followed the operation methods, Standard operating procedure in a specific environment,
in this case, a laboratory environment. A measurement system analysis is used to
evaluate the condition of the measurement system.
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Summary of MSA
In the present study, the researcher designed the experiment as a crossed
experiment of Gage R&R study and used the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) method to
estimate how much total process variation is caused by the measurement system. The
ANOVA method is applied to analyze the measurement error and other sources of
variability of data in the measurement system used for the FDM printing line profile. The
numerical and graphical analyses of the data collected as parts of an ANOVA study are
shown in the previous chapter. The result of MSA consists of three tables, an ANOVA
table, a table of Total Gage R&R, and the table of component standard deviation. It also
consists of four figures, the figure of a component of variation, range chart, X-bar and the
figure of the operator by interaction.

Numerical Analysis
As the results show in Table 4 and Table 7 for the ANOVA tables for the line
width and line height respectively, the large F-value for Parts results illustrate a
statistically significant outcome (p < 0.001), which indicates that the measurement
system can detect the difference in the parts used in this study. In addition, the relatively
small F-value for Operators in a non-statistically significant outcome (p > 0.10) suggest a
non-detectable operator effect. The relatively small F-value for the Interaction of
Operator and Part also indicate in a statistically non-significant result (p > 0.80);
therefore, the data suggest that there is no interaction between operators and part, that is,
operators are not measuring the same parts differently.
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As presented in Table 5 and Table 8, the Gage R&R result tables of line width and
line height respectively shows the percentage of variation of different sources for the total
variation. The high percentage in the part-to-part and small percentage in total Gage
R&R, such as repeatability and reproducibility, indicate that the differences between
parts, the part-to-part variations can be measured for the most of the viability, while the
source of measurement error or the variability from repeatability and reproducibility are
very small. The larger number of distinct categories, the better the system can
discriminate between the parts. The number of distinct categories of line width is six,
which denotes an acceptable measurement system. For the line height, the number of
distinct categories is 37, which indicates the system can distinguish between parts well.
The tables of components standard deviation of total standard deviation shown in
Table 6 and Table 9 show the percentage of standard deviation of the total Gage R&R of
the total standard deviation (% Gage R&R), which is an important indicator used for
assessing the adequacy of the measurement system. According to the AIAG manual
book, ″the corresponding standard of % Gage R&R for MSA are:
•

Fewer than 10 percent error is acceptable.

•

Ten percent to 30 percent error suggests that the system is acceptable
depending on the importance of application, cost of measurement device, cost
of repair, and other factors.

•

Over 30 percent error is considered unacceptable, and you should improve the
measurement system″ (Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual,
2010, p78 ).
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The percent error of the line height is 3.76%, which indicates the measurement system is
acceptable for assessing the line height. The percent error of line width is 21.6%. It
suggests that the measurement system is considerably acceptable.

Graphical Analysis
The figures of components of variation shown in Figure 12 and Figure 16
combined the data from tables of the Gages R&R results and the tables of components
standard deviation of total standard deviation. This data shows the largest components of
variation in a direct graphical analysis. In a good measurement system, the part-to-part
variations should be the largest component of the variation (Minitab, 2014). In other
words, the measurement system variation is small.
The range charts in Figure 13 and Figure 17 graphically display the consistency of
the operators. All the points on the range chart fall beyond the upper control limit (UCL),
which means the operator was consistently measuring the parts. The Xbar charts in
Figure 14 and Figure 18 are used to observe the variation between part averages in
relation to what is expected from repeatability variation alone. The more points that are
above or below the control limits, the part-to-part variation is greater than the
measurement device variation.
As shown in Figure 15 and Figure 19, the pattern of lines in the figures of
operator by part interaction are used to determine whether the operators were measuring
the parts similarly or differently. Ideally, if the lines are virtually identical and the part
averages vary enough so that differences between parts are clear; it means the operators
are measuring the parts similarly. If the lines are not parallel, or they cross, it means the
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ability of the operators to measure a part depends on which part is being measured; that
is, there is an interaction between operator and parts. If one line is consistently higher or
lower than the other lines, it indicates one operator is measuring parts differently.

Summary of Line Profile Retention
Since the previous section has identified the accuracy of the measurement system,
the data of the line profile can be used to determine the value of the line widths and line
heights for the GETT line test target. The measured value compared with the design
value shows the printing system’s different capacity to produce on X, Y direction (line
width) and Z direction (line height). Figure 20 showed the variation of line height
between the measured value and designed value. The vertical axis represents the
measured value of line height, unit in micrometer (μm) and the horizontal axis represents
the designed value of the line height on GETT line test target. In the designed file, there
are three types of line height, 0.2 mm (200 um), 0.4 mm (400 um), and 0.8 (800 um).
The measured values of the line heights for all nine lines are plotted in Figure 20. The
linear equation in Figure 20 represents the relationship between the measured value and
designed value. In this case, the variation of line height indicates the capability of
printing in the Z direction. Although the 3D printer did not produce exactly the designed
value of the parts in the Z direction, the measured value showed the consistency of
Makerbot® printing system in the Z direction.
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Figure 20. Variation of Line Height between Measured Value and Designed Value

Figure 21 presents the variation of line height between the measured value and
designed value. The vertical axis represents the measured value of the line width unit in
micrometer (μm) and the horizontal axis represents the designed value of the line width
of the GETT line test target. In the designed file, there are three types of the line width,
0.2 mm (200 μm), 0.4 mm (400 μm), and 0.8 (800 μm). Compared with the designed
values of 200 μm and 400 μm, the measured value for the two designed files are similar;
it indicates that the 3D printing system is not able to print the 200 μm and 400 μm line
width differently. Since 200 μm is less than the 400 μm nozzle opening, the Makerbot®
therefore has enlarged the 200 μm line to its process capability, the 400 μm line.
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Figure 21. Variation of Line Width between Measured Value and Designed Value

Conclusion
As AM technologies advance, it has become increasingly important to the
community to quantify the quality of 3D printing through a specific and fully defined
measurement system. Previous studies mostly examined 3D printing technologies and
characterized the 3D printer through parts analysis. The intent of this study was to
develop a measurement system to assess line profile and their changes in 3D printing.
This study focuses on the measurement system used for the 3D printing technologies in
line profile analysis and the theoretical basis of measurement system analysis to evaluate
the measurement system.
The measurement system, presented in this thesis, consists of the design of line
GETT, the measurement and measurement system analysis. The thesis has demonstrated
that design of the line GETT is capable of reflecting the printing limitation. The
measured value when compared with the design value shows the printing system’s
capacity of printing in the X, Y direction (line width) and the Z direction (line height).
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The measurement defines the line profile changes and the SOP helps the operator to
measure the line profile retention for line GETT printed by 3D printing. The ANOVA
method of Gage R&R study for MSA is used to determine the suitability and sufficiency
of the measurement system.
The intent of this study was to develop a measurement system to assess line
profile retention in 3D printing. As indicated in the previous chapter (Chapter 6,
Results), the measurement system can detect the part-to-part differences over and above
the measurement error for measuring the line widths and line heights of the lines of
GETT. The detected operator effect indicates that the operators are consistently
measuring the samples in the same method. The statistically non-significant result (p <
0.001) obtained for the operators and the interaction of the operators and parts suggests
that individual operators are measuring the same parts similarly. This finding is
supported by the figures of the Operator and Parts Interaction shown in Figure 15 and
Figure 19.
According to AIAG, the Gage R&R results under 30% are marginal, indicating
that the present measurement system with 21.6% of line width, utilized here is promising
for this particular application. The Gage R&R of line height, 3.76%, resulted for this
measuement system under 10% means that the measurement system is acceptable
(Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010). The study also concluded that
the measurement system can detect the part-to-part variation is the largest component of
variation as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 16, the tables of Components of Variation
(Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, 2010). The detected operator effect
indicates that the operators are consistently measuring the samples using the same
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method. The statistically non-significant result obtained for the interaction of the
operators and parts suggest that individual operators are measuring the same parts
similarly; this finding, in Table 5 and 8, supports the validity of the measurement system
for line height and line width of line profile in this application.
The MSA results indicate that the measurement system used to assess the line
profile proposed in the study contributes very little to the overall variations, as confirmed
by both the Gage R&R tables (Table 6 and 9) and graphs (Figure 12 and Figure 16). The
variation that is due to the measuring system, either as a percent of study variation or as a
percent of tolerance, is less than 10% shown in Table 9. AIAG suggests less than 30%
means the measurement system is potentially acceptable, indicating that the measurement
system utilized here is promising for this particular application. According to AIAG
guidelines, this measurement system is acceptable for assessing the line width and line
height of line profile for 3D printing.

Future Research
In this research, the concept is to develop a measurement system used for all 3D
printing technology printers and processes, but at the present, the feasibility is
demonstrated with parts produced by a FDM process. Compared with other technologies,
such as Stereo lithography (SLA), selective laser sintering (SLS), and laminated object
manufacturing (LOM), FDM is more accessible and economical to use and is a device
that’s available to us for the proof of concept. Future research should extend to develop a
measurement system suitable for different 3D printing technologies and processes.
The thesis consists of a designed experiment, which means for the validation
results, randomization and representative sampling are essential. In this case, the sample
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size is a match for the minimum requirement of sample size (Measurement Systems
Analysis Reference Manual, 2010). The Gage R&R results that the repeatability is large
compared to reproducibility indicated that the clamping or location for gaging may need
to be improved or there may be excessive within-part variation (Measurement Systems
Analysis Reference Manual, 2010). It indicates that future studies could increase the
sample’s size for experiments to improve the accuracy of measurements system analysis.
From the previous section (Summary of line profile retention), the variation
between the measured value and design value of the line in Z direction and X, Y direction
showed the limitation of the printing system for FDM system. Possible future studies
may focus on finding out the cause of the limitation of FDM printing system, and
determine how to improve the accuracy of 3D printing systems.
The design of this particular Line Geometric Element test target is for the Fused
Deposition Modeling system. For other 3D printing technologies, such as SLA, SLS, and
LOM, the design of the test target will change to reflect the printing limits and method of
addressability for the different technologies. Further study can focus on common test
targets such as pie chart and checkerboard that can be used for voxel based building in
contrast to line based building.
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APPENDIX A
Design of Line GETT and Data Collected Format

Figure A 1 Design of Line GETT

Table A 1
Design of Experiment (Test of SOP)
Repetition

Operators
Two

One

1
2
3

A1

Three

Table A 2
Line Profile Data Collected Form

Operators

Repetition
One
Trail

1

2

3

Width

Two
Height

Width

Height

Three
Width

Height

1

754.62405

755.4372492

933.7794

750.6768824

831.71514

749.9466454

2

799.14144

336.4796497

888.17622

330.7720353

736.16562

332.9145906

3

771.99669

172.8076689

687.30507

171.862832

691.64823

168.8250876

4

326.82279

732.3670089

378.94071

729.9054242

390.8844

726.8583289

5

438.65916

333.1437325

336.5949

332.0360159

377.85492

336.1740118

6

469.06128

151.1047497

460.37496

149.0031602

473.40444

151.0455336

7

423.4581

723.0936236

499.4634

722.9763656

511.40709

722.28899

8

377.85492

329.8047419

330.08016

333.9757541

374.59755

335.5125316

9

529.86552

156.4892906

504.89235

159.9060173

477.7476

168.8746507

1

774.16827

751.4132956

821.94303

755.8824234

930.52203

749.9396884

2

872.97516

330.6031351

801.31302

331.8291127

884.91885

327.165199

3

640.6161

168.1006895

787.19775

154.4734659

748.10931

168.3680875

4

394.14177

727.4569573

431.05863

725.2872175

382.19808

723.6436806

5

381.11229

327.4168251

443.00232

327.7162931

376.76913

328.4816668

6

475.57602

144.3453615

452.77443

135.3384171

433.23021

142.4240128

7

415.85757

716.7268052

496.20603

720.664372

470.14707

716.6658033

8

382.19808

322.771012

386.54124

327.9325393

383.28387

326.1331426

9

458.20338

151.9450427

496.20603

755.8824234

472.31865

150.7782267

1

848.00199

747.9982872

850.17357

738.2130391

854.51673

748.378265

2

813.25671

335.9335194

792.6267

315.1350391

889.26201

327.0364401

3

687.30507

172.2625

706.84929

148.5227636

719.87877

153.8333261

4

370.25439

734.1606099

374.59755

706.9326596

388.71282

721.1684929

5

337.68069

338.5154055

313.79331

308.6544783

317.05068

321.8617682

6

418.02915

157.9373722

487.51971

123.7910295

473.40444

135.3308027

7

495.12024

728.02713

495.12024

695.4908962

411.51441

708.0859807

8

401.7423

335.7025245

309.45015

301.5261762

320.30805

319.6640774

9

391.97019

170.5361962

513.57867

738.2130391

510.3213

145.672474
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Table A 3
MSA Data Format
Part

Operator 1
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Operator 2
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Operator 3
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table A 4
MSA for Line Width Result
Operator 1

Operator 2

Operator 3

Part

Trial
1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

1

754.6
2405
799.1
4144
771.9
9669
326.8
2279
438.6
5916
469.0
6128
423.4
581
377.8
5492
529.8
6552

774.168
27
872.975
16
640.616
1
394.141
77
381.112
29
475.576
02
415.857
57
382.198
08
458.203
38

848.001
99
813.256
71
687.305
07
370.254
39
337.680
69
418.029
15
495.120
24
401.742
3
391.970
19

933.779
4
888.176
22
687.305
07
378.940
71
336.594
9
460.374
96
499.463
4
330.080
16
504.892
35

821.943
03
801.313
02
787.197
75
431.058
63
443.002
32
452.774
43
496.206
03
386.541
24
496.206
03

850.173
57
792.626
7
706.849
29
374.597
55
313.793
31
487.519
71
495.120
24
309.450
15
513.578
67

831.715
14
736.165
62
691.648
23
390.884
4
377.854
92
473.404
44
511.407
09
374.597
55
477.747
6

930.522
03
884.918
85
748.109
31
382.198
08
376.769
13
433.230
21
470.147
07
383.283
87
472.318
65

854.516
73
889.262
01
719.878
77
388.712
82
317.050
68
473.404
44
411.514
41
320.308
05
510.321
3

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Table A 5
MSA for Line Height Result
Part
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Operator 1
Trial 1 Trial 2
755.437
2492
336.479
6497
172.807
6689
732.367
0089
333.143
7325
151.104
7497
723.093
6236
329.804
7419
156.489
2906

751.413
2956
330.603
1351
168.100
6895
727.456
9573
327.416
8251
144.345
3615
716.726
8052
322.771
012
151.945
0427

Trial 3

Operator 2
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Trial 1

Operator 3
Trial 2 Trial 3

747.998
2872
335.933
5194
172.262
5
734.160
6099
338.515
4055
157.937
3722
728.027
13
335.702
5245
170.536
1962

750.676
8824
330.772
0353
171.862
832
729.905
4242
332.036
0159
149.003
1602
722.976
3656
333.975
7541
159.906
0173

749.946
6454
332.914
5906
168.825
0876
726.858
3289
336.174
0118
151.045
5336
722.288
99
335.512
5316
168.874
6507

749.939
6884
327.165
199
168.368
0875
723.643
6806
328.481
6668
142.424
0128
716.665
8033
326.133
1426
150.778
2267
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755.882
4234
331.829
1127
154.473
4659
725.287
2175
327.716
2931
135.338
4171
720.664
372
327.932
5393
156.093
7529

738.213
0391
315.135
0391
148.522
7636
706.932
6596
308.654
4783
123.791
0295
695.490
8962
301.526
1762
126.940
3215

748.378
265
327.036
4401
153.833
3261
721.168
4929
321.861
7682
135.330
8027
708.085
9807
319.664
0774
145.672
474
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2. Purpose
The SOP provides instruction and standardizes the process to ensure that the operator
who measures the three dimensional (3D) printing parallel line target of Geometric
Element Test Targets (GETT) follows the SOP and performs the task consistently does
not require guidance or directions. The SOP is used for the assessment of line profile
retention produced by the 3D printer using a digital microscope, in this case, a VHX2000E by Keyence.Inc©.
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3.

Line GETT

The parallel line target consists of a base cube, a fiducial mark, and three groups of
different size and height lines. The design of the parallel line target of GETT is shown in
Figure B1, which is the perspective view of the parallel line target.

Fiducial Mark

First Raised
Line on the
Left Side
Top Face of
Base Cube
Figure B1. The Design of Parallel Line Target of GETT

The parallel line target is placed on the scale as shown in Figure B2. The scale includes
vertical and horizontal center lines, left line, right line, top line, bottom line, and scales.
The distance between each scale’s line is one millimeter.

Vertical Center
Scale Marker

Top Scale Marker

Horizontal Center
Left Scale Marker

Scale Marker
Right Scale

Bottom Scale Marker
4.

Marker

Figure B2. Line GETT Placed with Scale
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4. Measurement Apparatus
The digital microscope VHX-2000E (shown in Figure B3) has four main components:
controller, camera, console, and free-angle observation system. The controller is a
computer with a display screen used to control the process. The camera is attached with
the free angle observation system. The console includes three areas: button area, dial
area, and XY stage control.
Camera

Free-angle Observation System

Controller

(XY stage)

Console
Figure B3. Digital Microscope VHX-2000E Series Overview

Figure B4 illustrates the function on the console button area. This first area includes
many different functions. In this case, the following buttons will be introduced to and
used by the operators and will be used later as well.

Figure B4. Button Area on Console
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Pause button
Pauses the screen; press again to release the paused state and return to the live
image mode.
Measurement button
Measures the image and allows entry of comments. Brings up the measurement/
comment menu.
Rec button
Stores images on the screen to the hard drive in the microscope.
Light shift button
Changes the orientation of the light to emphasize height differences on the object.
Depth up/3D button
Performs depth composition and displays as a 3D image.
Stitch image button
Stitches multiple images as they are captured then calls up the image Stitch menu.
Auto focus button
Specifies the area to observe (the area focused on); click [ok] to automatically
adjust the focus. The Z-axis auto stage must be connected to use this function.
The second part of the console, the dial area, is shown in Figure B5 and includes the
focus dial, brightness dial, lock button, and light button. The functions of these buttons
are introduced in the following text.
Focus Dial

Brightness Dial

Lock Button Light Button

Figure B5. Dial Area on Console
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Focus dial
Raises or lowers the z-axis stage to adjust focus.
Brightness dial
Adjusts the brightness of the image by adjusting the shutter speed.
Light button
Turns the lamp on or off.
The third part on the console is the XY stage control area as shown in Figure B6. There
are several function buttons on this area. In this case, the operators will need to use the
XY stage, origin button, joystick, and calibration button.
Origin Button
XY Stage

Joystick

Calibration Button

Figure B6. XY Stage Control Area on Console
XY stage
Indicates with a blinking LED when initialization of the XY stage is in process. The
LED stays on when the initialization is complete.
Origin button
Moves the XY stage to the origin (center).
Joystick
Moves the position of the XY stage. Depending on the tilt angle, the movement speed
changes in stages.
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Calibration button
Displays the calibration dialog box.
The free angle auto observation system, also named as XY stage, is shown in Figure 4.5.
This system allows observers to view the object at various angles. In this case, the
observation angle is 90 degrees with the place of the stage being zero. A zoom ring is
used to change microscopy magnification. The stage plate is used to adjust the white
balance. The XY stage vertical adjustment knob is used to change the stage height. The
Z stage knob is used to adjust the focus on the object, which can be controlled by the
Focus Dial on the console as shown in Figure B5.

Z Stage Knob
Zoom Ring
Stage Plate

XY Stage Vertical
Adjustment Knob

Figure B7. XY Auto Stage Detail
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5. Measurement Preparation
5.1 Turn the power on.
5.1.1 Switch the power switch on the lower left side on the left view on
the controller unit. Circle the icon means power off.
5.1.2 Press the power switch on the lower right of the front panel on the
controller unit. The screen displays as shown in Figure B8.
Observation Window

Menu

Operation
Area

Information
View
Direct
Buttons

Figure B8. Screen View after Turning On

5.2 Initialize settings.
5.2.1 Set the origin for the XY stage.
5.2.1.1 After turning on the power, once the stage initialization
dialog box displays as shown in Figure B9, click the ″OK″
button.

Figure B9. Initialization Dialog
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5.2.1.2 Ensure the black side of the stage plate, shown in Figure
5.3, is facing upwards.
5.2.1.3 Adjust the height of the motorized XY stage.
5.2.1.4 Raise the stage to the highest level using the XY stage
vertical adjustment knob under the stage on the left side
shown in Figure B10
5.2.1.5 In the Stage Initialization dialog box [Lens Settings] shown
in Figure B10, use the drop down menus to specify a Lens
type and Lens power.
5.2.1.6 Rotate the zoom on the XY stage to 20x (the microscope is
under 20X magnification).

Figure B10. Stage Initialization Dialog
5.2.1.7 Change the Lens power in [Lens Settings] to x20 as shown
in Figure B10.
5.2.1.8 Click the Initialize button.
5.3 Place the line test target of GETT
5.3.1 Place the line test target of GETT with scale on the XY stage. In
this case, put the container on the XY stage, make sure the raised
line is facing up, and put the fiducial mark on the left-up side.
5.3.2 Use the focus dial or auto focus button on the console to focus on
the vertical scale line on the top line of the line target as shown in
Figure B11. Make sure the scale can be observed clearly from the
screen.
5.3.2.1 Rotate the focus dial to change the focus: clockwise to
make the lens go up and counter clockwise to make the lens
go down. Another option is to click the auto focus button on
the console as shown in Figure B4; the auto focus dialog
box displays as shown in Figure B5. Select the focus area
size as s (small area), and click the start button. The
microscope focuses the area in the selected area (inside the
B14

square in the center of the screen) as shown in Figure B11.
Click the exit button.

Focus Area

Figure B11. Auto Focus Dialog and Selected Area

5.3.3

Use the XY-Cross bar on the screen to adjust the position of the
test target. Align the top line of the scale to the XY-Cross bar as
shown in Figure B12. Use the joystick on the console, as shown in
Figure B6, to the right side; the XY stage will move to the right
side. Move the stage to the low side, and align the bottom line of
the scale to the XY-Cross bar Make sure that both the top line and
bottom scale lines on the paper are parallel with the X axis of the
XY-Cross bar on the screen as shown in Figure B12.

Top Line for Scale

XY-Cross Bar

Figure B12. Align Line Test Target Using the XY-Cross Bar
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If the XY-Cross bar does not display on the screen, click the Measurement Button
on the Menu; the measurement dialog box will display as shown in Figure B13.
Click the Scale settings button
and select Cross radio
button for scale settings. Click the drop down menu to change the scale width to 1000
um.

Figure B13. Scale Setting

5.4 Adjust the brightness.
5.4.1 Adjust the brightness by turning the brightness dial on the
console as shown in Figure B14. While turning the brightness
dial, make sure you can see the line test target of GETT clearly
from the screen. In this case, rotate the brightness dial from the
original poison to 60 degrees from the horizontal position as
shown in Figure B14.
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Figure B14. Brightness Setting Position

5.5 Adjust the focus and magnification on the line test target of GETT
5.5.1 Use the lowest magnification, in this case 20x, and use the
joystick to move to the center of the real of interest (ROI). In
this case, rotate the focus dial to find the focus on the center
area of the line test target as shown in Figure B15.
5.5.2 Adjust the zoom by turn the zoom ring as shown in Figure B6,
change the magnification to 30, rotate the focus dial to focus on
ROI, then change magnification to 50, rotate the focus dial to
focus on ROI, next changed the magnification it to 100, and
rotate the focus dial to focus on ROI, the last step is to change
it to the desired magnification, in this case, use 200
magnification, rotate the zoom ring to 200x.

Center of ROI

Figure B15. Center Area of the Line Test Target
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5.5.3

Adjust the focus on line of the line test target as shown in
Figure B16 by turning the focus dial or by using the AUTO
FOCUS button on the console shown in Figure B4.

Figure B16. Line Test Target under 200x Magnification
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6. Capture 3D Image using the 3D Stitch Function
6.1 Click the Img Stitching button
6.1.1
6.1.2

on the menu

Click the 3D Image Stitching button
.
Click the HDR image radio button for stitching in the Step1
dialog section as shown in Figure B17.

Figure B17. 3D Stitching Setting

6.1.3

Before stitching the image, check the setting options shown in
Table B1, and make sure the microscope is under the settings
shown in Tale B1.

Table B2
Setting Table for 3D Image Stitching
Setting options
Image Mode
Adjust Scale/position
Correct 3D Linearly

Setting preparation
Normal Image
Default
Default

Image capture
HDR Image
Clicked On
Clicked On

6.2 Select the stitch after specifying the area, and click the Settings button in
the Step2 dialog section as shown in Figure B18.

Figure B18. Specify Stitching Area
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6.2.1

Use the joystick or mouse to move the ROI to the left edge of
the line test target, and in the meantime, rotate the focus dial
counterclockwise to find focus on the left scale line on the
paper as shown in Figure B19.

Left Line of Scale

Figure B19. Left Scale Line of the Line Test Target

6.2.2

Use the joystick to find the centerline of the scale on the Line
test target as shown in Figure B1, meanwhile the screen will
display as shown as Figure B20.

Horizontal Center Scale Line

Figure B20. Center Line on Scale for Line Test Target
6.2.3

Use the joystick to move the horizontal center scale line back to
the center of the screen.
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6.2.4

Use the joystick to move the stage, and push the joystick to the
right side. During the movement, click the Left End button; the
image shown on the right side of screen will show up on the
left button side of the screen. Keep moving, and stop using the
joystick when the left line of scale on scales, in Figure B2,
disappears as shown in Figure B21. In this case, it means there
is no black area on the left, and the location will show in the
left side as shown in Figure B22.
Left End Area

Horizontal Center
Scale Line

Left Line of Scale

Figure B21. Horizontal Center Line in Center of Screen
6.2.5

Click the Left End button, Up End button, and Lower End
button shown in the right side of Figure B22 to specify the
range to be stitched.
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Left End
Location

Figure B22. Left End, Top End, and Button End Set Up
6.2.6 Use the joystick or mouse to move the stage to the right line of
scale on the line target. During the movement, click the Right
End button; the image shown on the right side of screen will
show up in Figure B24 on the left button side of the screen.
6.2.7

Move the stage using the joystick to find the horizontal center
scale line of the scale on the right side of the Line test target.
Move the horizontal center scale line of the screen as shown in
Figure B23, and click the OK button.
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Horizontal Center Scale Line

Figure B23. Horizontal Scale Line on Right Side
6.2.8

Use the joystick to move the XY stage, push the joystick to the
left side, and stop when the right line on scale as shown in
Figure 3.2 disappears from the screen. The location will be
shown as the left side of Figure B24.

6.2.9

Click the Right End button as shown on the right side of Figure
B24 and make sure the select area just includes line test target,
the right side of left scale line, and the left side of the right
scale line; do not include the scales.
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Right End
Location

Figure B24. Right End Set Up
6.3 Select and specify the range of Z stage movement as shown in Figure B25.
Click the Settings button in the Step3 dialog box.

Figure B25. Specify the Range for Z Stage Movement
6.3.1

Use the joystick and focus dial to find the first line on the left
side of test target; the area will show as Figure B1 or Figure
B170. Make sure you find the first raised line on the test target.
Push the joystick to the left side and rotate the focus dial
clockwise to find the first raised line.
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Location for First
Raised Line
Left End

Figure B26. First Line on the Left Side Area

Focus on the top of the first raised line as shown in Figure B1. Use the focus dial on the
console to focus on the highest point of the test target as shown in the left side of Figure
B27, and go further than is shown on the left side of Figure B28. In this case, rotate the
focus dial around one round turn clockwise, and click the Up limit button
to
set up the up limit.

Figure B27. Clearly Highest Point of Up Limit Setting
For example, if the current point value is 8592 as shown on the right side of Figure B18,
turn the focus dial clockwise around one round turn (clockwise is going up), and change
it to a number that is bigger than the highest point, as shown on the right side of Figure
B28. Click the Up limit button
to set up the up limit. The numbers will be
different; do not use same numbers shown in the example.
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Figure B28. Over the Highest Point to Set Up the Up Limit Setting
6.3.2

Move the screen by joystick or mouse to the top face of the
base cube. Use the focus dial on the console to focus on the
highest point of the top face of base on the line test target as
shown on the left side of Figure B29. Go a little bit lower than
is shown on the left side of Figure B30, and click the Low limit
button
to set up the low limit.

Figure B29. Clearly Lowest Point of Low Limit Setting
For example, if the value of this point is 7721 as shown on the right side of Figure B29,
use the focus dial to change it to 7552, which is smaller than the value of the point on the
top face of the base, as shown on the right side of Figure B30. Click the Low limit button
to set up the low limit. The number will be different; do not use the same
number as shown in the example.
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Figure B30. Beyond the Lowest Point of Low Limit Setting
6.3.3

Select the vertical pitch, select auto, and click close.

6.4 Click the Start stitching button
in the Step4 dialog
section, then wait around 20 minutes; the microscope will start stitching
automatically.
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7. Save the Test Target Image
7.1 After the capture, and click the OK button as shown in Figure B31.

Figure B31. Stitching Complete Menu
7.1.1

Click the Show 3D button
in the Step 5
dialog section; the High dynamic range menu will display as
show in Figure B32.

Figure B32. High Dynamic Range Menu

7.1.2

Change the [Brightness] tool bar around 60, and keep other
settings as default; do not change anything. Click the Show 3D
button.
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7.2 The 3D view of the test target will show up as shown in Figure B33;
before you change anything, save the image.

Figure B33. 3D Stitching Image of Line Test Target of GETT
7.2.1
7.2.2

Click the Save button
on the right side of the screen.
Click the Documents folder under Hard disk, select the folder
named Heng’s SOP as shown in Figure B34, save the image as
a Tagged Image File (TIF) file, and enter a file name as
OP_initial(Operator’s initial)_3D image_ R#(Repeated times).
Tif. For example, for one operator, whose initial is NO, repeat
the process twice, the file name should be OP_NO_3D
image_R2.tif. Click the Save 3D Info button
, the
Save HDR Info button

Figure B34. Image Saving Dialog
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, and the Save button.

8. Measure the Test Target
8.1 Select the Scale and Height/Color boxes on the 3D display menu as shown
in Figure B35.

Scale
Height/Color

Figure B35. 3D Display Menu
8.2 After the scale shows up and the image has color on it, follow the
guideline on the right button of the screen as shown in Figure B36

Figure B36. Guide Line for Drag Image
8.2.1

Move the mouse to the black area. Left click and hold the
mouse, rotate the whole image, and make the scale points on
the right button side as shown in Figure B37.

Drag this
Round Point

Figure B37. Location for Drag the Image
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8.2.2

Left click the white round point
on the scale as shown in
Figure B37, hold the mouse and drag up the white round point
to move the scale to the top layer of the 3D image, and the
middle scale line will display as shown in Figure B38.
Middle Scale Line

Figure B38. 3D Image with Color and Scales
8.3 Select the Measure tab, and select the Profile radio button. Click the drop
down menu and change the profile display to Fit height mode. Click the
OFF radio button for Profile tilt correction as shown in Figure B39.

Figure B39. Measurement Menu
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8.3.1

After marking the Profile, two round handles will display.
Drag the red round handle to the left edge of the image (in this
case which is the zero axis) and the white handle to right side,
which is the maximum value axis. Left click the black area and
hold down the mouse button. Drag the image to have the top
view of the image as shown in Figure B40.

Red Handle
White Handle

Figure B40. Red Handle and White Handle
8.3.2

Move the mouse to the black area, left click the mouse, and
hold down the mouse button. Drag the image to have a top
view. Then, drag the white and red round handles to match the
two ends of the middle line as shown in Figure B41. This step
will create a line profile for the line between the red handle and
white handle. In this case, make sure the line is a horizontal
line, which is perpendicular to the lines on the test target.

Figure B41. Line for Measure Line Profile
8.4 Click Save grphCSV button
to save the line profile data as
Comma Separated Values (CSV) file, enter a file name as OP_Initial
(Operator’s initial)_Line Profile_ R#(Repeated times). Cvs. For example,
an operator with NO as Initial, repeat the process twice, the file name
should be OP_NO_Line Profile_R2.tif as shown in Figure B42.
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Figure B42. File Saving Dialog
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.4.4

Click the Save button to save the image shown on the
screen.
Click the Exit button to exit [Measurement] dialog.
Click the Exit button to [3D image display].
Click the Yes button.

8.5 Repeat the procedure.
8.5.1 Click the Exit button, and select the Restart button.
8.5.2 Take the sample off the stage and repeat the procedure
from 4.1.1 to 8.5.1 two more times.
8.6 Shut down the microscope.
8.6.1 Click the Exit button or press the power switch on the
lower right of the front panel. Click Shut down.

9. References and Associated Documents
Keyence© Manual Book
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APPENDIX C
Figures of Line Profiles
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Figure C. 1 Line Profile Collected by Operator One Trial One
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Figure C. 2 Line Profile Collected by Operator One Trial Two
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Figure C 3 Line Profile Collected by Operator One Trial Three
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Figure C 4 Line Profile Collected by Operator Two Trial One
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Figure C 5 Line Profile Collected by Operator Two Trial Two
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Figure C 6 Line Profile Collected by Operator Two Trial Three
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Figure C 7 Line Profile Collected by Operator Three Trial One
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Figure C 8 Line Profile Collected by Operator Three Trial Two
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Figure C 9 Line Profile Collected by Operator Three Trial Three
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